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Possibly the most comprehensive overview of computer graphics as seen in the context of geometric modelling, this two volume work covers implementation and theory in a thorough and systematic fashion. Computer Graphics and Geometric Modelling: Implementation and Algorithms, covers the computer graphics part of the field of geometric modelling and includes all the standard computer graphics topics. The first part deals with basic concepts and algorithms and the main steps involved in displaying photorealistic images on a computer. The second part covers curves and surfaces and a number of more advanced geometric modelling topics including intersection algorithms, distance algorithms, polygonizing curves and surfaces, trimmed surfaces, implicit curves and surfaces, offset curves and surfaces, curvature, geodesics, blending etc. The third part touches on some aspects of computational geometry and a few special topics such as interval analysis and finite element methods. The volume includes two companion programs.

This book and [AgoM05] grew out of notes used to teach various types of computer graphics courses over a period of about 20 years. Having retired after a lifetime of teaching and research in mathematics and computer science, I finally had the time to finish these books. The two books together present a comprehensive overview of computer graphics as seen in the context of geometric modeling and the mathematics that is required to understand the material. Computer graphics itself is a multifaceted subject, but it has grown up. It is no longer necessary that a book on graphics demonstrate the diversity of the subject with a long list of “fun” projects at the expense of the mathematics. From movies, television, and other areas of everyday life, readers have already seen what graphics is about and what it can do. It follows that one should be able to present the geometric modeling aspect of the subject in a systematic fashion. Unfortunately, the sheer amount of material that I wanted to cover meant that it had to be divided into two parts. This book contains the practical stuff and describes the various algorithms and implementation issues that one runs into when writing a geometric modeling program. The book [AgoM05] provides the mathematical background for the underlying theory. Although each book can be read by itself without reading the other, one will get the most benefit from them if they are read in parallel.
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Apache SecurityO'Reilly, 2005
This all-purpose guide for locking down Apache arms readers  with all the information they need to securely deploy applications.  Administrators and programmers alike will benefit from a concise introduction to  the theory of securing Apache, plus a wealth of practical advice and real-life  examples. Topics covered include...
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Inductive Logic Programming: 17th International Conference, ILP 2007, Corvallis, OR, USA, June 19-21, 2007Springer, 2008
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Inductive Logic Programming, ILP 2007, held in Corvallis, OR, USA, in June 2007 in conjunction with ICML 2007, the International Conference on Machine Learning.
The 15 revised full papers and 11 revised short papers presented...
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Official (ISC)2 Guide to the CSSLP CBK, Second Edition ((ISC)2 Press)Auerbach Publications, 2013

	The text allows readers to learn about software security from a renowned security practitioner who is the appointed software assurance advisor for (ISC)2. Complete with numerous illustrations, it makes complex security concepts easy to understand and implement. In addition to being a valuable resource for those studying for the CSSLP...
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Pro Oracle Spatial for Oracle Database 11g (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2007
Organizations are discovering with increasing frequency that the vast majority of their information assets have a spatial component, for example, the location of customers, shipments, facilities, personnel, competitors, and so on. The ability to use this information properly is fundamental to reducing operational costs, optimizing production...
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Introduction to Real Analysis: An Educational ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	An accessible introduction to real analysis and its connection to elementary calculus


	Bridging the gap between the development and history of real analysis, Introduction to Real Analysis: An Educational Approach presents a comprehensive introduction to real analysis while also offering a survey of the field. With its...
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The Best Damn Windows Server 2003 Book PeriodSyngress Publishing, 2004
In keeping with past trends, full migration to this latest Microsoft Server Operating System will begin in earnest 12 months after its release, in mid-to-late 2004. This book hits the market just as large enterprises begin the process of moving from Windows 2000 Server to Windows Server 2003. The title says everything you need to know about this...
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